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A B S T R A C T

We present a study of the feasibility of transforming the multicore fiber in a supermode-interference based
bending sensor into an active stage. By compensating the antisymmetric supermode losses for high curvatures,
fringe visibility is improved and the sensor operating range can be extended. For a given multicore fibre length
and Er3+-ion concentration sensor calibration curves allow assessing the bending radius by measuring the
visibility as a function of the input pump power. The Er3+-ion concentration, available input pump power and
multicore fiber length set the minimum bending radius that could be measured.

1. Introduction

The measurement of curvature radii is essential in structural mon-
itoring applications such as in mechanical and aerospace engineering,
and there are several types of optical fiber sensors well suited for these
applications. Most of them are based on some kind of fiber gratings, like
Bragg gratings or long-period gratings or on the Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometer, where special structures like multicore fibers (MCF) have
shown a good performance [1,2]. Fiber sensing systems based on MCF
offer new possibilities to measure temperature, refractive index, strain
as well as curvature, by taking advantage of coupling between adjacent
cores that causes the so called supermodes to interfere during their
propagation. This modal interference is very sensitive to external dis-
turbances and can be used as a sensor.

An optical fiber bending sensor based on a 7-core hexagonal MCF
modal interferometer uses the fundamental and antisymmetric super-
modes (see Fig. 1), both of them excited by coupling a single mode fiber
(SMF) to the central core of the MCF [3]. One way of assessing a cur-
vature is to measure fringe visibility in the transmission spectrum and
in order to achieve the optimal visibility, both supermodes must be
evenly excited. However, when using the sensor for a small curvature
radius, supermodes may have significantly different losses, and their
interfering contributions become progressively imbalanced until one of
the supermodes vanishes and accordingly modal interference. In this
situation, if the MCF could be turned into an active stage with a tailored
doping profile so that modal losses could be compensated, the restored
visibility would improve the sensing performance and extend the cur-
vature radius sensing range.

In this paper we explore this possibility by analyzing in section 2 the

supermode imbalance caused by bending losses and determining the
suitable erbium doping profile to neutralize this visibility reducing ef-
fect. Then, in section 3 the performance of the active MCF bending
sensor is calculated as a function of the passive (MCF length) and active
(doping level, input pump power) design parameters.

2. Sensor design

2.1. Multicore interferometer passive design

In waveguiding structures with multiple cores, the eigenmodes of
the structure, so called supermodes, can be perceived combination of
the individual modes of the single core waveguides. Supermodes are
useful in order to understand the MCF properties [4], and have been
directly utilized in optical communication systems [5]. The supermodes
of the structures can be computed either through analytical methods or
by numerical simulations [6]. In this study we have used a commercial
software, called RSoft CAD, and its mode solver tool, FemSim, in order
to obtain and characterize the supermodes of the hexagonal 7-core
MCF.

The structure under study consists on a fiber with a central core and
six more cores organized around it in a hexagonal pattern. The core
diameter (8.2 μm), together with the cladding and core refractive in-
dices (nclad= 1.444, Δn= 0.003) and the diameter of the circle in
which the hexagon is inscribed (22 μm), have been chosen so that a
standard SMF equally excites both the fundamental and antisymmetric
supermodes. The amount of each mode excited by the single mode
fiber, i.e. the normalized modal amplitude am of the m-supermode, can
be computed by using the expression [6]:
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where E x y( , ) and E x y( , )m are the field profiles of the excitation and
of the m-supermode. As the modal amplitude depends on the field
profiles, which depend on its turn on the wavelength, the selected
geometrical parameters optimize the MCF performance for the max-
imum emission peak of the Er3+ ion, λ=1534 nm, because it is the
wavelength at which the active device will operate.

2.2. Bending losses

Supermodes confinement is an important factor to take into account
when studying curvature losses. As the fundamental (f) mode is more
confined than the antisymmetric (a) one (neff,f > neff,a), its bending
losses can be expected to be lower. We compute supermode bending
losses with the light propagation simulation tool BeamPROP, from the
mentioned CAD software. Minimum operational curvature radii, i.e.
maximum losses, of demonstrated MCF bending sensors are in the range
of tens of cm: 54 cm [7], 23 cm [8] and 19 cm [3].

Fig. 2 shows the curvature losses of the antisymmetric supermode.
As the curvature losses of the fundamental supermode are comparably
negligible (three orders of magnitude smaller) we just consider those of
the antisymmetric supermode. For bending radius below 13 cm bending
losses reach values higher than some dB/cm which may not be easily
achievable with the amplifying stage gain.

2.3. Active stage

Signal amplification depends on the overlap among its field profile,
the pump field profile and on the doping profile. From the different
possibilities in the doping transversal distribution, we study whether it
is more convenient either to dope the central core or the external ones.
As the overlap between the antisymmetric supermode and the center
core is larger than that with the fundamental one, and the pump power
is mainly transmitted along the central core (due to its shorter wave-
length and higher confinement) the antisymmetric supermode achieves
a higher amplification than the fundamental one. In order to achieve
the desired mode power balance mode gain difference has to compen-
sate the mode losses deviation. Since bending losses up to the dB/cm
range have to be compensated high erbium ion concentrations are
needed, nEr= 1025 ion/m3 or higher. Moreover, the available pump
power determines the active MCF required length. Fig. 3 shows the
optical power difference between both supermodes as a function of the
Er3+ ion concentration in the central core for L=10 cm and
Pp= 315mW. We consider dopant concentrations up to 1026 ion/m3,
which can be found in commercial fibers. With a high enough pump
power (of hundreds of mW) this concentration allows supermode power
balance for bending radius over 13 cm.

In order to compute each of the supermodes gain and optimize the
interferometer design, we have used a home-made computer code
which evaluates the set of power propagation equations of the super-
modes coupled to the rate equations of the population densities of the
active ions involved levels. The well-known models commonly used for
step index fibers [9] can be used to describe the signal and pump

Fig. 1. (A) Fundamental and (b) antisymmetric computed transverse mode intensity profiles of a hexagonal 7-core MCF.

Fig. 2. Curvature losses for the antisymmetric supermode as a function of the
curvature radius.

Fig. 3. Optical power difference between the antisymmetric and the funda-
mental supermodes as a function of the erbium ions concentration, defined as

= +( )δP δPΔ 10·log /nEr10 3 0 for L=10 cm and Pp= 315mW.
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evolution, together with the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE),
along the erbium-doped MCF. As we are dealing with highly-doped
waveguides, it is mandatory to take into account the upconversion
process which has disadvantageous impact on the pump efficiency [10].
Fig. 4 shows a scheme of the energy levels and transitions, where Aij

and Wij denote spontaneous and stimulated transition rates, respec-
tively, and Cup represents the upconversion coefficient.

The population densities n1, n2 and n3 of the energy levels 4I15/2,
4I13/2 and 4I11/2, respectively, are related by the equation
n1+n2+n3=nEr, where nEr is the Er3+-ion concentration inside the
central core, and equals zero outside. The temporal evolution of the
population densities is given by the rate equations:

= − + + + +dn
dt

W W n A W n C n( ) ( ) up
1
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2

(2)
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dt
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where W W W W, , and12 21 13 31 are the stimulated rates, proportional to
the cross sections coefficients. The power propagation equations ex-
press the evolution of the optical power of the supermode i, Pγ,i (γ=p
for pump, s for signal and f for the amplified spontaneous emission),
along the propagation axis and are given by Ref. [9]:
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Fig. 4. Energy levels of Er3+ ion used in the model and the transition rates
involved.

Table 1
Constructive supermodal interference lengths for 1534 nm and nearest de-
structive supermodal interference wavelengths for the three considered cases.

Length (cm) Transmission minima (nm)

1.07 1440 1635
4.96 1514 1554
9.92 1524 1544

Fig. 5. Gain difference between the antisymmetric and the fundamental su-
permodes as a function of the pump power when the central core is doped and
in the case of small signal. At the left (a) the gain difference is shown for three
different lengths keeping a constant erbium concentration of 1026 ions/m3. At
the right (b) the length is kept constant at L=10 cm in order to show three
cases for different erbium concentrations.

Fig. 6. Visibility as a function of the bending radius for three MCF lengths with
respect to the nearest shorter wavelength minima (a) and higher wavelength
minima (b).
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where Nj,γ,i is the overlapping integral of the modal distribution of the
supermode i and the population distribution of level j over the area
where the erbium ions are confined and σi,j are the transition effective
cross sections. Losses that are not related to the ion absorption (passive
losses) are described by the coefficients αs and αp. This model can be
used to design optical amplifiers, in particular erbium-doped MCF, once
the necessary input parameters are known. These input parameters
must be obtained experimentally [11].

In order to calculate the total power at a certain wavelength one
must compute the gain of each mode gi, and take it into account when
calculating the field expression that will be projected into the output
coupled SMF. Due to the translational invariance of the fiber, it is
possible to express the field in the separable form

=E ex y z x y iβ z( , , ) ( , )·exp( )j j j (8)

where βj is the propagation constant of the jth mode, and where the
time dependence term been omitted. By computing the optical power
amplification the gain amplitude coefficient g z( ) can be obtained and
included in the previous expression,

=E ex y z g z x y iβ z( , , ) ( ) · ( , )·exp( )j j j j (9)

The total field at the end of the MCF, is the interference of both
supermode fields with their corresponding gain amplitude coefficient.

3. Results

3.1. Supermode gain

Typical lengths of multicore fiber sensors go from 1 up to 10 cm. For
our analysis we select 3MCF lengths close to 1, 5 and 10 cm that ensure
a constructive interference between both supermodes at the fiber
output end for a 1534 nm wavelength. Since we will use transmission
spectra fringes visibility to evaluate the bending sensor performance,
the respective nearest minimum transmission wavelengths at both sides
of the gain peak (1534 nm) have to be determined for the selected fiber
lengths. The three fiber lengths and the minimum transmission wave-
lengths are summarized in Table 1.

The active behavior of the MCF-based interferometer at 1534 nm for
the 3 lengths in Table 1 and for three erbium ion concentrations is
shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5(a) the gain difference between both excited
supermodes, Δg=ga-gf, is plotted as a function of the pump power for
the three lengths with nEr= 1026 ion/m3 whereas in Fig. 5(b) it is
plotted for three erbium ion concentrations and L=10 cm. From these
figures, the dependence between the minimum bend radius and the
necessary active multicore length and Er3+ ion concentration to com-
pensate losses can be determined.

3.2. Fringes visibility

The visibility is evaluated as the rate between the signal power at
1534 nm (constructive interference-Pmax) and at a transmission
minimum wavelength (destructive interference-Pmin). If expressed in
decibels the visibility takes the form:

⎜ ⎟= ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

V P
P

10·log10
max

min (10)

For the lower wavelength transmission minima in Table 1 outside
the emission band of the Er3+ion, it is not necessary to compute the
optical powers active propagation and just to consider absorption at-
tenuation and passive losses. However, for the other wavelengths each
excited supermode gain has to be computed to properly evaluate the
visibility. Then, taking into account the amplification experienced by
each mode and the constructive or destructive modal interference at the
fiber output we can calculate the active MCF visibility for each fiber
length. Fig. 6 shows the visibility as a function of the curvature radius
for the three chosen lengths. In Fig. 6(a) considering the transmission
minima lower wavelengths in Table 1 and in Fig. 6(b) with the longer
wavelength ones. Visibility depends on the pump power and, as the
gain spectrum is not symmetric with respect to the peak, also depends
on the measured minimum. A significant difference between the visi-
bility depedences in Fig. 6(a) and (b) is appreciable. The L=10 cm
MCF visibility in Fig. 6(a) presents a linear variation with bending ra-
dius, whereas in Fig. 6(b) it presents a maximum near 15 cm. This peak
in visibility can be attributed to the difference in supermode gain that
could balance both modes powers and generate a very low Pmin when
they destructively interfere.

In Fig. 7 we present potential calibration curves of the proposed
MCF bending sensor device. The Er3+-ion concentration, available
input pump power and MCF length set the minimum bending radius
that could be measured. For given fiber length and available pump
power the measured visibility will determine the corresponding cur-
vature radius. In Fig. 7, the visibility is plotted for (a) λ=1524 and (b)
1544 nm for different pump powers in the case of a 10 cm MCF. Clearly,
to use a transmission minimum wavelength outside the gain bandwidth
avoids the existence of visibility maxima as a function of the bending
radius and simplifies the use of the visibility curves as bending sensor

Fig. 7. Visibility as a function of the curvature radius used to calibrate the 7-
core MCF bending sensor active stage for transmission spectrum minimum at
(a) 1524 nm and (b) 1544 nm. Erbium doped ions concentration is 1026 ions/
m3, length is 10 cm and the different curves correspond to different pump
powers.
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references. This fact introduces a limitation in the practical active MCF
length since for longer multicore fibers both nearest minima of trans-
mission spectra centered in 1534 nm would experience supermode gain.

4. Conclusions

In this study we have explored the feasibility of turning the MCF in a
supermode-interference based bending sensor into an active stage in
order to improve fringe visibility for high curvatures and extend the
sensor operating range. It is concluded that the Er3+-ion concentration,
available input pump power and MCF length set the minimum bending
radius that could be measured. For given doping profile and MCF
length, the sensor calibration curves allow to assess the curvature ra-
dius by measuring the visibility as a function of the input pump power.
The results of this numerical feasibility study have encouraged the
authors to perform a coming experimental test to corroborate the active
MCF bending sensor predicted performance.

This procedure could be implemented not only in fiber bending
sensors but in all kind of interferometer-based fiber sensor where no-
table differences in modal losses can have a detrimental impact on the
fringes visibility.
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